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Abstract- Clustering of gene expression profiles has been used 
for gene function identification. Since the genes usually belong to 
multiple functional families, fuzzy clustering methods are 
appropriate. However, a natural way to measure the quality of the 
fuzzy cluster partitions is still required. I n  this paper, a Bayesian 
validation method for fuzzy partition selection with the largest 
posterior probability given the dataset is proposed. This method is 
compared to four representative fuzzy cluster validity measures 
using funy e-means algorithm on four well-known datasets in 
terms of the number of clusters predicted in the data. An analysis 
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle gene expression data follows 
to show the usefulness of the proposed method. 

Index Terms+lustering, gene expression profiles, fuzzy 
clustering, Bayesian validation method, Saccharomyces cerwisiae 
cell cycle gene erpression data 

I. INTRODUCTION 
LUSTERING groups thousands of genes by expression 
similarity can be used to identify gene function and assign 

putative function to genes with unknown function hut similar 
expression to genes with known function [I]. Hard clustering, a 
hard partitioning method, assigns a sample to only one group. 
However, real world data such as gene expression profiles do 
not have clear boundaries and cannot therefore he easily 
partitioned. Since some genes also belong to multiple 
functional families, analyzing the genes by hard clustering 
method has limitations. Unlike hard clustering, fuzzy clustering 
assigns a sample to multiple groups by membership value [2]. 
Fuzzy clustering method is more robust to noise and more 
appropriate in analyzing gene expression profiles than hard 
clustering method [3]. 

The most important issues with any clustering method are 
the identification of the actual number of clusters as well as 
how “good” these clusters are. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate 
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each fuzzy partition in terms of cluster validity. Various 
investigations about these matters have been conducted. 
Partition coefficient and classification entropy were first 
proposed by Bezdeck [4]. These two cluster validity indexes 
are widely used for the fuzzy clustering validity. These indexes 
decide the number of optimal partitions at maximum validity 
measures. The validation indices poposed by Xie-Beni [5] and 
Sugeno [6] are popular in the field of fuzzy clustering. The 
Xie-Beni index is a ratio of the within cluster sum of squared 
distances to the product of the number of elements and the 
minimum between cluster separations, and the Fukuyama 
Sugeno index measures the compactness and separation of the 
resulting fuzzy partition after a dataset has been separated into 
several clusters. However, since the conventional validity 
indexes are based on the distance between the clusters, we 
cannot fully represent the structure of the dataset [7]. 

In this paper, we propose a Bayesian validation method, 
which evaluates the result of clustering by posterior probability 
of the fuzzy partitions of given dataset. Unlike conventional 
validity measures, Bayesian validation never makes use of the 
interduster distance. Instead, this approach selects the 
partitioning with the largest posterior probability in a given 
dataset. The usefulness of the proposed method is demonstrated 
with four well-known datasets: Wine, Image, Iris, and Small 
Round Blue Cell Tumor (SRBCT) dataset where the fuzzy 
c-means algorithm is used as the clustering algorithm. 
Especially, it is compared with others in terms of the number of 
clusters predicted in the data. After, Sacchuromyces cerevisiae 
cell-cycle gene expression data is analyzed by the proposed 
method. The fuzzy genes of this data are analyzed through the 
PCA 3D plot. 

11. BACKGROUND 

A .  Fuzzy C-means Algorithm 
The most widely used fuzzy clustering algorithm is fuzzy 

c-means algorithm proposed by Bezdeck [SI. It generates a 
fuzzy partition providing a degree of membership of each data 
to a given cluster. The procedure of the algorithm is shown in 
Figure I .  The membership values lie between 0 and 1. Values 
close to 0 indicate the absence of a strong association to the 
corresponding cluster. Similarly, values close to I indicate a 
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Fig. I. F u n y  c-means algorithm 

strong cluster association. The objective of this algorithm was 
to minimize the objective function Jm to generate the optimal 
fuzzy partitioning for a given dataset X = { x t ,  xz, ... , x,,}, where 
m is a real-valued number which controls the 'fuzziness' of the 
resulting clusters and ug is the membership degree of datax, to a 
cluster i ,  an element of a ( o n )  pattern matrix ( / = [ U , ] .  d(xj ,v i )  
corresponds to the square of the Euclidean distance between a 
data xi and the cluster center v i .  

B. Conventional Cluster Validity Measures 
Table I shows the four most widely used cluster validity 

measures. Bezdeck proposed Partition Coefficient (PC) and 
Classification Entropy (CE) for fuzzy cluster validation [4]. 
The optimal partitioning was obtained by maximizing the value 
of PC and minimizing the value of CE with respect to certain 
value of c (number of clusters). Sugeno tried to model the 
cluster validation by exploiting the compactness and 
separateness [6].  Smaller values of this model (FS) indicate 
better partitioning of a given dataset. Xie and Beni also 
proposed a validity index (XB) that focused on two properties: 
compactness and separateness [ 5 ] .  The most desirable 
partitioning can be obtained when XB is minimized over all 
values of c. The term dmi, indicates the minimum distance 
between the clusters. However, all of these indexes have 
focused primarily on the compactness and the variation within 
cluster. This approach fails to provide a correct representation 

TABLE I 
CONVENTIONAL CUSTER VALIDITY MEASURES 

lindex [5] 

TABLE 11 
RELATED WORKS ON DNA MICROARRAY DATA 

Authors Algorithms Vahdlty Index Dataset 

Yeung et al. [9] K-means FOM Yeast Sinelc-linkaee - I 

Bolshakova and K-means Dunn'a based Leukemia 
Amaje [ I O ]  SOM index Lymphoma 

Eisenlll]  and Fuvy k-means NIA Yeast 

YCast 

Serum 

Demhele KasUler and Fuuyc-means Silhouette index Human cancer 

of fuzzy partitioning 

C. Related Work 
Studies about cluster analysis of the DNA microarray data 

are summarized in Table 11. Yeung analyzed yeast cell-cycle 
data by k-means and single-linkage algorithm [9]. Bolshakova 
and Azuaje used SOM and hard k-means algorithm for 
clustering and Silhouette index for cluster validation [IO]. Also, 
Eisen analyzed yeast cell-cycle data by fuzzy k-means 
algorithm and k-means algorithm [ I  I]. Dembele and Kastner 
used fuzzy c-means algorithm to analyze serum and yeast 
cell-cycle data [12]. Most of the validity indexes used in this 
prior research was based on the inter-cluster distance or the 
inner-cluster distance. 

111. BAYESIAN VALIDATION METHOD 

All the previous indexes including PC, CE, FS and XB 
focused on only the compactness and the variation within 
cluster. However, those indexes fail to provide a correct 
representation of fuzzy partition in the data since the separation 
is simply computed by considering only the distance between 
cluster centroids. 

As shown in (l), if the number of clusters c approaches the 
number of samples n, the distance between the cluster centroid 
and a sample becomes 0. Thus, the traditional indexes lose their 
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ability to validate fuzzy partition for large values of c [7]. 
Bayesian validation method is a probability-based approach, 
selecting a fuzzy partition with the largest posterior probability 
given the dataset. It chooses a partition which has maximum 
posterior probability given the dataset as an optimal cluster 
partition. Using Bayes theorem, the posterior probability given 
the Dataset={d,, 4, ..., &}, could be obtained by 
multiplication rule and independence rule as follows: 

P(Cluster)P(Dataset I Cluster) 
P(Clusfer I Dataset) = P( Dataset) (2) 

( 3 )  P(Cluster 1 Dotoset) = P(C/u.~ier I d ,  , d ,  ,..., d , )  
= P(Cluster 1 d,)xP(Clusrer 1 d 2 ) x  ... x P(Cluster 16) 

The sum of P(C/usterlDataset) for all c is calculated using 
(4) and (5) and this value is defined as Bayesian Value (BV). 
This value indicates how well the fuzzy partition represents the 
dataset by the posterior probability. Larger values of BV 
indicate more appropriate cluster partitions. 

cP(C.ID.) C p ( C . I d j , . d . :  ,.... d,,,) 
B y  = 1=1 - /=1 

C C 

k P ( C j  / d , , ) P ( C j  ldj,)-..P(C. 

kfi P(Cr )P(d ,  I C. ) 1 P(dq ) 

(4) 
~ ,=I - 

C 

,=, ,=I  
~ - 

C 
D, = {dq j L I , ~  > a. I S j S n}, N ,  = n(D, ) 

~ 
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In Eq (4), dg is tbejth sample that belongs to the ith cluster. 
n(DJ is the number of Dis and we select only a sample that bas 
larger membership value (ug) than certain threshold a for 
calculation. Since the fuzzy clustering aims mainly to analyze 
the samples that belong to multiple classes, evaluating the 
partition with samples whose membership values are larger 
than a certain threshold is more appropriate to group samples 
by fuzzy clustering method. This threshold is defined as a-cut. 
Since each membership value u4 represents the degree to which 
data xi belongs to a certain cluster c, uq can be substituted for 
P(dq,lC;). P(CJ and P(dii) are calculated as follows: 

Figure 2 shows the outline of the proposed method. D,  
includes the samples in cluster C, whose membership values 
are larger than a. Finally, BV is obtained and used to select the 
optimal fuzzy partition. 
The algorithm of Bayesian validation method is as follow: 

.Step I: Compute the membership matrix u4, 

.Step 2: Construct Di by selecting samples (ut > a )  in each 

-Step 3: Compute P(D,IC,), P(Dj), and P(C,) of D,, 
-Step 4: Compute Bayesian Score using the calculated values at 

-Step 5: Evaluate the fuzzy partition with the maximum value 

cluster, 

step 2, 

of BV as optimal one. 

Iv. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A .  Datasefs 
To show the usefulness of the proposed method, 

comparisons with four fuzzy cluster validity indexes (PC, CE, 
FS, XB) for the fuzzy partitions obtained from FCM are 
conducted on four datasets: Iris, Wine, and Image datasets 
downloaded from Univ. of Calif., lrvine (UCI) machine 
leaming repository (htt~://www.ics.uci.edu/-inleam/ 
MLSummarv.html) and SRBCT [IS] which is gene expression 
dataset. The Iris dataset contained 150 samples in 4 
dimensional measurement spaces, and consists of two or three 
clusters because of the substantial overlap of two of the clusters. 
Wine dataset includes I78 samples in 13 dimensional 
measurement spaces and bas three clusters. Image dataset 
contains 210 samples in 19 dimensional measurement spaces 
where seven clusters are considered optimal. The SRBCT 
consists of four types of cancer (RMS, NB, BL, EWS) and has 
63 samples in 96 dimensional measurement spaces [15]. 

After comparing the proposed method to four conventional 
validity indexes with the four datasets, Saccharom?ices 
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TABLE i i i  

CLUSTER VALIDITY VALUES ON THE WINE DATASET (-3) 

c PC CE FS XR D1 RV ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ 

2 0.9358 0.0476 29.3216 0.4516 1.4520 0.1583 
3 0.9258 0.0564 -1.5084 0.4312 1.3314 0.2707 
4 0.8814 0.0932 -8.9773 0.8636 0.9450 0.2773 
5 0.8308 0.1344 -12.293 1.3137 0.7487 0.2556 
6 0.8180 0.1494 -15.310 1.5032 0.7254 0.2477 
7 0.7964 0.1673 -18.470 1.3638 0.6162 0.2160 

TABLE IV 
CLUSTER VALIDITY VALUES ON THE IMAGE DATASET (-7) 

c PC CE FS XB DI BV 
2 0.9468 0.0379 35.2037 0.2617 1.8185 0.2190 
3 0.9270 0,0550 -22.327 0.5519 1.2417 0.3846 
4 0.9539 0.0384 -65.149 0.3935 1.4623 0.4120 
5 0.9448 0.0464 -74.462 0.3895 1.0081 0.3918 
6 0.9292 0.0599 -85.939 0.7165 0,5850 0.4672 
7 0.8980 0.0866 -91.060 0.8023 0.5734 0.5490 

TABLE V 
CLUSTER VALIDITY VALUES ON THE IRIS DATASET ( e 2  OR 3) 

c PC CE FS xn DI BV 
2 0.9916 0.0060 -31 1.72 0.0619 3.9295 0.7512 
3 0.9781 0.0156 426.90 0.1539 2.4267 0.5828 
4 0.9704 0.0226 459.02 0.2189 1.8279 0.4494 

7 0.9510 0.0366 481.40 0.6820 1.3141 0.4610 

5 0.9569 0.0331 459.62 0.5045 1.1272 0.3046 
6 0.9560 0.0333 462.48 0.9038 1.3143 0.4712 

cerevisiae cell cycle gene expression data is analyzed with the 
proposed method. This set contains time-course expression 
profiles for more than 6000 genes, with 17 time points for each 
gene taken at IO-min intervals covering nearly two yeast cell 
cycles (IhOmin). This dataset is very attractive because a large 
number of genes contained in it  are biologically Characterized 
and have been assigned to different phases of the cell cycle. We 

Fig. 3. Prcfcmble values of c for Sacchommvcrs cerevkiar EEII-~vcI~ gene expression data bv each cluster wtidiw measure 
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TABLE VI 
CLUSTER VALIDITY VALUES ON THE SRBCT DATASET (CA) 

E PC CE FS XB DI BV 
2 0.8758 0.0969 164.407 1.1294 0.8338 0.1918 
3 0.9205 0.0709 86.6529 0.8127 0.9454 0.5612 
4 0.9393 0.0616 27.3224 0.5657 1.1721 0.7073 
5 0.9100 0.0850 -0.9891 0.8487 0.7477 0.6731 
6 0.8922 0.0977 -22.604 0.7798 0.7405 0.641 I 
7 0.8989 0.0979 -34.773 0.8670 0.6908 0.6852 

used the same 421 genes that have been used in previous 
experiments due to their known utility in clustering [ 161. 

5. Performance Comparison 
All the experiments are repeated six times on each dataset by 

increasing the a-cut value from 0.1 to 0.6 by 0.1 and the 
average of six results is used as BV. For other validity measures, 
we have repeated ten times on each dataset and presented its 
average value. We have used m= I .2 for the fuzziness parameter 
which is the same value in previous experiments [12]. Table 3 
shows the results of Wine dataset. PC and CE produce the 
optimal fuzzy partition at c=2, FS at c=7, and XB at c=3, 
whereas BV yields c=4 as the optimal fuzzy partition. XB was 
the only method that produced the correct number of clusters 
(c=3) for wine dataset. Since the difference between the BV at 
c=3 and at c=4 is very small (0.0066) compared to other 
margins, it can be said that the proposed method makes the 
optimal fuzzy partition at c=3 or c=4. DI is a Dunn's index in 
Table 111 and we have done extra experiments to compare DI 
with the proposed method. DI shows similar pattern with PC 
and CE selecting c=2 for optimal cluster partitions. 

Table IV shows the results from experiments with the Image 
dataset. With the exception of the proposed new method, all 
other methods arrive at an incorrect optimal number of clusters, 



given that the known optimal value is c=7: PC at c=4, CE, XB, 
DI at c=2, and FS at c=S, respectively. Table V and Table VI 
show the results of Iris dalaset and SRBCT dataset. In Table V, 
all the methods select c=2 as an optimal fuzzy partition except 
FS that has the optimal value at c=7. In the case of SRBCT, 4 
clusters are known as the optimal number of clusters, and PC, 
CE, XB, DI, and BV find out the optimal fuzzy partition at c=4, 
whereas FS finds at c=7. 

We found that FS was the most unreliable index since it 
cannot yield the correct number of clusters for all the four 
datasets. The worth of PC, CE, XB, and DI tends to decrease 
with increasing cluster numbers on Wine and Image datasets. 
BV makes the correct number of clusters except Wine dataset 
and does not show monotonic decreasing tendency as c 
increases. 

C. Analysis of Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell cycle gene 
expression data 
Figure 3 shows the results of all the validation methods 

including the proposed one, where the x-axis represents the 
number of clusten and the y-axis represents the evaluation 
value of each validation method. PC and CE have determined 
the optimal fuzzy partition at c=5, FS al c=35, XB at c=13, and 
DI at c=7 respectively. Unlike the other methods, BV leads to 
the optimal value at c=29. All validity measures show different 
results and we analyzed biological functions of the cluster 
partition and its members (genes) that belong to multiple 
clusters. 

We have compared the result of BV which produces the 
optimal fuzzy partition at c=29 with biological knowledge of 
yeast cell-cycle data [16]. Yeast cell-cycle data represents 
expression levels of the genes in each of the five cell cycles 
(Early GI  - Late G I  - S - G, - M). Each cell cycle includes the 
genes that show higher expression levels at that cycle time than 
other cycle times. 

By finding clusters that show high peak point in expression 
levels at certain time in the cycle, we have assigned the cluster 
to that cycle. Table VI1 shows the assigned cluster number and 
the cycles that they belong to. Clusters that have high 
expression levels at certain cycle time show low expression 
level at the other cycle times. Genes assigned between the 
cycles play a role in regulating the genes that lie in the next cell 
cycle. 

The next step of the analysis is to verify known biological 
information that the proposed method is indeed able to extract 
correct information that corresponds to different phases of the 
yeast cell-cycle data. 

Table VI11 arranges the genes whose biological functions are 
known and their cluster number in bracket. Each cycle includes 
the detailed function groups like DNA replication, biosynthesis, 
mating pathway and so on. We have confirmed that the results 
produced by the proposed method are reliable according to the 
biological knowledge of the genes. 

We have chosen special genes whose 1st membership values 
lie between 0.35 and 0.7, and 2nd membership values are larger 
than 0.3. These fuzzy genes are belonged to multiple clusters 

TABLE VI1 
ANALYSIS OFCELLCYCLE AND CLUSTERS 

Time Clusters showing peak expression levels on 
conrspondinE cell cycle Cell Cycle 

(x  IOmin) 
0-3 G, phase Clusted, Cluster6, Cluster4, Cluster24 

GliS phase Cluster2, Clusterl2, Cluster26, Cluster28 
3-5 S phase Clusters, Clustcrl3, Clusterl4, Clustjterlh 

S E 2  phase Clusterl I 
5-7 G2phase Clustcr I3 

GZIM phase ClurlerlR 
7-9 Mphasc Cluster7, Cluster17 

CluslerlO, Clustedl. Cluster3. ClustedU, 
Cluster19 

Clusted, Clusterl2, ClusterZ6, Cluster28 
Clusters, Clusterl3 

Clusted, Clusterl3 

Clusfer7, Clustecl7 

M G l  phase 

9-11 GI phase ClusterS. Clusterh, Clusler4, Cluster24 

11-13 Sphase 

13-15 Clphase 

15-17 Mphase 

G lis phase 

S E 2  phase Clusterl I 

GZIM phase ClustcrlD 

TABLE Vlll 
ANALYS~SOFCELLCYCLEAND FUNCTIONAL GOUPS WITHGENES 

Genes 
Cell ~ . , " , ~  Functional Groups 

C j L K  

YBL023C(I 0) YEL032W(IO) 
YPROl9W( IO) 

DNA Replication 

Early Mating Pathway YJL157C(3) Y&185W(3) 
GI phase Glycolysis, YCROOSC(2U) YCLWOW(20) 

Resoiration YLR258 W(20) 

YMRU76Cl26) YMR078Cf26) Earlon 

YBR278Wi24) YKLO45Wi24j 
DNA Repl'cat'on YLR103C(Z4) YPR018W(24) 

Chromosome YDRl13C(16) YGR140W(16) 
Segregation YHR172W(16) 

S phase DNA Replication VBLOOZW(8) YBLUU3C(8) 
YCR035C(14) YERO16W(14) Miscellaneous 

Cell Cycle YGLI16W(7)YPR119W(7) Regulation 

YDR146C(18)YLR131C(18) 
Factor 

M phasc Transcriptional 

Directional Growth YCLU37C( 17) 

and they provide useful information in gene analysis. Figure 4 
shows these "fuzzy genes" with their biological descriptions 
and assigned cluster numbers. 

We have classified 4 categories of genes by using the 
discovered knowledge from Table VII. The genes in cluster 3, 
cluster IO,  cluster 20, and cluster 21 are related to Early G ,  
phase. For example, YNLO78W belongs to cluster 3 (0.43 16) 
and cluster 19 (0.3139) simultaneously. Actually cluster 3 is 
related to mating pathway and cluster 19 is related to glycolysis 
respiration in the same Early Cl cycle. YNL078W plays 
multiple roles in Early GI cycle. YPROIYW, YHR113W, and 
YHR03SW are also fuzzy genes that have multiple functions in 
cell's life. 

Other fuzzy genes in second category (cluster 12, cluster 24, 
and cluster 26)  are related to Late GI phase. Gene like 
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Gene 
YPROlPW 
YHRl13W 
YHR038W 
YNLO78W 
YBR160W 
YDL227C 
YERO7OW 
YOLO17W 
YDR464W 
YCR086W 
YKL052C 
YPRl I I W 
YILOSOW 

YHR023W 
YOR3 15W 

Fig. 4. Analysis of fuzzy genes (gene description and duster number) 

Fig. 5 .  3D plot display oftizzy genes 

YBR160W, belongs to cluster 12 (0.3982) and cluster 6 
(0.3464) simultaneously. Cluster 12 is related to cell cycle 
regulation and cluster 6 is related to chromosome segregation. 
Cluster 9, cluster 11, and cluster 13 are related to G1 phase and 
cluster 7 and cluster 18 are related to M phase in cell cycle 
rotation as shown in Figure 4. 

We have plotted the fuzzy genes which are analyzed in 
Figure 4 and their relations are shown in Figure 5 .  We have 
used principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the 
dimensions of the genes to three and displayed all genes in 
3-dimensional space. Fuzzy genes are represented as black 
cross (X) and rests of genes are represented as different shapes 
(diamonds, rectangle, triangle, and circle) according to their 
belonged clusters. 

As shown in Figure 5,  it is clear to see that YHRl13W and 
YHR038W are located between cluster 20 and cluster 21 which 
are related to Early GI  phase. Also YHR023 and YOR315W 
which belong to cluster 7 and cluster 18, are located between 
these two clusters. These two clusters are related to M phase in 
cell cycle rotation. Between the other clusters related to Late G ,  
phase and Gz phase, there exist fuzzy genes, providing useful 
information for further research about unknown genes. Fuzzy 

genes which have multiple functional families do not have clear 
boundaries and belong to multiple clusters simultaneously. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, a new cluster validation method for the fuzzy 
partition has been proposed. Bayesian validation method 
evaluates the fuzzy partition by the posterior probability for the 
dataset at hand. The best fuzzy partition is obtained by finding 
the maximum BV with respect to the number of clusters. 

We have established a-cut as threshold in computing the 
value of BV lo evaluate various kinds of cluster partitions. The 
performance of the proposed method was tested on the four 
well-known datasets (Wine, Image, Iris. and SRBCT dataset) 
demonstrating its usefulness with fuzzy c-means algorithm. 
Also, we have analyzed the Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell 
cycle gene expression data with the proposed method. To 
confirm the superiority of the proposed method, we have 
compared predicted clusters to biological knowledge and found 
a useful congruence, which suggests that this approach may be 
of high value in the analysis of gene expression data. 
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